The abundance of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) in low-and highmetallicity galaxies has been widely discussed since the time when detailed infrared data for extragalactic objects were first obtained. On the scales of entire galaxies, a smaller PAH abundance in lower-metallicity galaxies is often observed. We study this relationship for star-forming regions in nearby galaxies, for a sample containing more than 200 HII complexes, using spatially-resolved observations from the Herschel Space Observatory and Spitzer Space Telescope. We use a model for the dust emission to estimate the physical parameters (PAH abundance, metallicity, ultraviolet radiation field, etc.) of these complexes. The same correlation of PAH abundance with metallicity, as seen for entire galaxies, is apparently preserved at smaller scales, at least when the Kobulnicky & Kewley metallicity calibration is used. We discuss possible reasons for this correlation, noting that traces of less-effective PAH formation in low-metallicity AGB stars should be smeared out by radial mixing in galactic disks. Effective destruction by the harder and more intensive ultraviolet field in low-metallicity environments is qualitatively consistent with our data, as the ultraviolet field intensity, derived from the infrared photometry, is indeed smaller in HII complexes with lower metallicity.
INTRODUCTION
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are now a wellrecognized component of the interstellar medium (ISM), both in our Galaxy, and in external galaxies. Along with very small grains (VSGs, r ∼ 100Å), PAHs are believed to be the dominant source of non-stellar emission in the near-infrared and mid-infrared ranges (2 − 20 µm) in starforming galaxies. This emission often constitutes a sizable fraction of a galaxy's total infrared luminosity , and cannot be explained by large grains alone, which are too cold in the diffuse ISM to emit at these wavelengths. On the other hand, grains with radii much smaller than the typically-assumed value of 0.1 µm can heat up to very high temperatures upon a single photon absorption. Thus, stochastically-heated VSGs can produce mid-infrared continuum emission, while radiatively-excited bending and vibrational modes in PAHs are the source of several spectral features in the ∼ 2 − 20 µm wavelength range.
As an ultraviolet (UV) photon is needed to excite a PAH or VSG particle, the emission from these particles should be related to the overall UV emission (Draine & Li * E-mail: khramtsova@inasan.ru 2001; Li & Draine 2002) . Because of this expected connection between the UV luminosity and the infrared (IR) luminosity, specific PAH bands, mid-IR continuum, and their combinations with other observables are now considered as possible indicators of star formation (e.g., Calzetti et al. 2007; Zhu et al. 2008; Kennicutt et al. 2009; Treyer et al. 2010; Kim et al. 2012) . However, the UV radiation that excites PAH molecules can also destroy these particles, depending on the strength and hardness of the radiation field. The harsher UV fields expected in star-forming regions can therefore cause a significant local depletion of small particles; thus, the relation between PAH emission and the star formation rate (SFR) can be more complicated than a simple monotonic function. To assess the applicability of PAH emission as a tracer of the SFR, it is necessary to consider processes of both their formation and destruction in detail.
Despite the significant observational progress in this field, some key theoretical questions about the PAH lifecycle are still debated. Of particular interest, both for PAH physics and for their usage as a SFR indicator, is the empirically-derived relation between the metallicity of a galaxy and the relative PAH abundance (Engelbracht et Specifically, there appears to exist a metallicity threshold (12 + log(O/H) from ≈ 8.0 to 8.4 (depending on the adopted metallicity calibration) which separates galaxies into groups with high and low PAH abundance (in terms of the PAH fraction of the total dust mass, i.e. qPAH).
Two general scenarios has been proposed to explain the origin of this threshold. If PAHs are synthesized in the atmospheres of carbon-rich asymptotic giant branch (AGB) stars (Latter 1991) , the efficiency of their production should depend on the carbon-to-oxygen ratio, which can be a function of metallicity. According to this scenario, PAHs are formed less efficiently by evolved stars in lowmetallicity galaxies (Galliano et al. 2008 ). According to the "destructive" scenario, PAH destruction can be more intensive in low-metallicity environments due to the harder UVfield (Galliano et al. 2005; Madden et al. 2006) or stronger shocks (O'Halloran et al. 2006) . As neither of these scenarios now seems clearly preferable, the question of the formation and destruction of large molecules in these environments requires additional study.
Studies of PAHs have been tightly related to the development of infrared telescopes. Our knowledge about their presence and importance has expanded significantly, thanks to the Infrared Space Observatory (ISO) and especially to the Spitzer Space Telescope. The Spitzer IRAC and MIPS passbands cover PAH spectral features, in addition to continuum emission from larger grains. The combination of observations at short (3.6 − 24 µm) and long (70 and 160 µm) wavelengths makes it possible to determine the PAH abundance relative to the total dust mass in extragalactic objects (Draine & Li 2007 ). However, for many galaxies, only unresolved photometry can be performed with Spitzer at longer wavelengths, where the spatial resolution (∼ 38 ′′ ) is not sufficient to measure individual fluxes from smaller regions. It is thus not possible to resolve individual HII regions and star-forming complexes at these wavelengths in most galaxies, except the for Large and Small Magellanic Clouds (e.g., Slater et al. 2011; Sandstrom et al. 2010, correspondingly) , M101 (Gordon et al. 2008) , and some others (e.g., Haynes et al. 2010) . Muñoz-Mateos et al. (2009) performed a spatially resolved study of the dust properties of galaxies in the SINGS sample (Kennicutt et al. 2003 ) on a scale larger than that of individual HII complexes, using azimuthally-averaged emission profiles. They found that the correlation between the metallicity and PAH content is observed not only in a galaxy as a whole, but also radially. They conclude that at large spatial scales this correlation is more readily explained by evolutionary effects. In that work, no distinction is made between PAHs in star-forming regions and PAHs in the general diffuse ISM.
We can expect that the details of PAH physics will be revealed with more clarity in spatially-resolved observations of individual star-forming regions and complexes, rich in bright UV-sources, both heating PAHs and destroying them. The intensity of 8 µm emission, and its correlation with metallicity, may depend on the source of heating. Within (or close to) HII regions, PAHs are heated by single ultraviolet photons produced by young stars. However, at some distance from these regions, the radiation field from older stellar populations can heat PAHs as well, and their emission is thus no longer a direct SFR tracer (Boselli et al. 2004; Bendo et al. 2008; Crocker et al. 2013) . Therefore, it is desirable to separately observe PAH emission both in the vicinity of HII complexes, and in the general diffuse interstellar medium.
To achieve this goal, we need the ability to study individual star-forming regions and complexes, both at the midand far-IR wavelengths. The resolution at 70 and 160 µm provided by the Herschel Space Observatory (about 5.2 ′′ and 12 ′′ , respectively) partly satisfies the requirements. Corresponding physical scale is about several hundred parsecs for nearby galaxies. This resolution in most cases does not allow studying individual HII regions but is sufficient to analyse large HII complexes and filaments. Thus, the Herschel data successfully complement the Spitzer data at shorter wavelengths, which have a resolution of less than 1-2 ′′ for IRAC the passbands (3.6-8.0µm), and ∼ 7 ′′ for MIPS 24 µm. Previously, the spatially resolved analysis of the mid-IR properties and their relation to the metallicity was performed by Gordon et al. (2008) for a large sample of HII regions in M101. The goal of this paper is to extend this sample significantly and to study the properties of PAH emission in individual HII complexes within several nearby galaxies at various metallicities, using data from the Spitzer and Herschel telescopes. We consider possible correlations between the various derived properties of the HII complexes, and discuss the main scenarios for PAH formation and destruction in the context of these observations.
OBSERVATIONAL DATA
For this work, we consider 24 galaxies which were observed with both the Spitzer Space Telescope and the Herschel Space Observatory. All of the Spitzer data examined in this paper were observed as part of the SINGS survey (Kennicutt et al. 2003) , and most of the Herschel data were observed as part of the KINGFISH survey (Kennicutt et al. 2011 ), although we also include data for 3 galaxies (NGC 2403, NGC 6822, NGC 5194) which were observed with Herschel as parts of other programs. In Table 1, we list the name and morphological type of each galaxy (from Moustakas et al. 2010) , together with the proposal identification number (Prop. ID) and principal investigator for the Herschel data presented here. We also list the number of HII complexes, analysed in each galaxy, and references to the works used to identify them. In the last column we indicate the physical resolution for each galaxy probed by the Herschel instruments. For most galaxies, the resolution is about a few hundred parsec, however, in some cases it is about 200 pc or even less which could mean that we probe individual giant HII regions.
For the galaxies in Table 1 , we consider only data obtained with the IRAC and PACS (Poglitsch et al. 2010) instruments on Spitzer and Herschel, respectively. We downloaded the reduced IRAC images at wavelengths of 3.6, 4.5, 5.8 and 8.0 µm from the SINGS project website 1 . For the Herschel data, we consider images at 70 and 160 µm, obtained with the PACS photometer. We downloaded the so-called Level 1 data from the Herschel Science Archive 2 , which were reduced with version 6.1.1 of the automated reduction pipeline. We produced final maps from the Level 1 data using version 16 of the Scanamorphos algorithm (Roussel 2012) , with a pixel scale of 2. ′′ 0.
METHODS OF MEASUREMENTS AND ANALYSIS

Photometry
Since the point spread functions (PSFs) of the observations from different instruments and passbands differ from each other, we convolved all shorter-wavelength images to the resolution of 160 µm PACS images, using the IDL convolution procedure and kernels provided by Aniano et al. (2011) . Finally, all the images were resampled to have a pixel scale of 2. ′′ 0. The convolved and resampled images were used to perform aperture photometry in the following fashion: the flux in an aperture is measured for each HII complex for which the metallicity is available in the work by Moustakas et al. (2010) . The aperture radius is chosen separately for each HII complex, depending on its size, but they are not less than the size of the lowest resolution element (12 ′′ ). Therefore, no aperture corrections were applied. The centre of an aperture is chosen geometrically. Finally, we correct the flux for the contribution of partial pixels.
To subtract the background emission, we estimate its average value and standard deviation, σring, within a ring having a width of a few arcseconds around the aperture. To exclude bright sources (e.g., neighbouring HII complexes) from the ring, we take into account only pixels with intensities smaller than 3σring. As the shift of an aperture by 1 pixel may significantly (by ∼ 10%) change the estimated background, we move the centre of each aperture in all directions by 1 pixel (in steps of 0.5 pixel) and calculate the average flux for all aperture positions. This reduces the influence of the position error, too. The standard deviation from this average is σpos. The two uncertanties, σpos and σring, are comparable in magnitude and in most cases contribute more or less equally to the total uncertainty. The final error of the aperture flux, σ, is then equal to
This value varies from 1% to 10% for most complexes, but can be larger for faint complexes that cannot be clearly separated from neighbouring complexes. Locations with a signalto-noise ratio < 3 at 8 µm are excluded from the study, which means that only large and bright complexes are analysed, as small and faint complexes are discarded because of the convolution process. The results of photometry for all bands are presented in Table 2 (see below) . Finally, we note that measuring reliable fluxes for lowmetallicity galaxies, like DDO 053 and Holmberg I, is complicated by the extremely low signal-to-noise ratio. As a result, we had to abandon most complexes from these galaxies, but we present fluxes for some of the brighter complexes in Table 2 (see below).
Fitting HII Complex Spectra
We apply the algorithm that has been used in to calculate global SEDs of SINGS galaxies, but use it to compute emission spectra of individual HII complexes. To model a dust emission spectrum, we adopt the Draine & Li (2007) approach but use an alternative method of computing temperature distribution functions. Details are provided below.
We assume that a theoretical emission spectrum of an HII complex, located at the distance D, is given by )
Here the first term with T⋆ = 5000 K describes the stellar contribution, M dust is the total dust mass in the HII complex and Ω⋆ is the starlight dilution parameter.
The radiation field in a complex is described by the scaling factor U , which is given in units of the interstellar radiation field u 0 ν in the solar vicinity, as estimated by Mathis et al. (1983) . Thus, the energy density of the radiation field uν is U × u 0 ν . For U , we use the representation given by Eq. 23 from Draine & Li (2007) . In this representation, a fraction 1 − γ of all the dust is exposed to the "minimum" radiation field Umin, while the remaining dust is illuminated by the enhanced radiation field, having a powerlaw distribution with an exponent of α, and an upper limit of Umax. As in , we adopt the fixed values Umax = 10 6 and α = 2. Functions p 0 ν and p 1 ν represent emission per unit frequency per unit mass of dust (with a PAH fraction qPAH) illuminated by the minimum radiation field and by the enhanced radiation field, respectively.
We adopt a grain model from Draine & Li (2007) which represents a dust mixture consisting of carbonaceous particles (including VSGs and PAHs) and amorphous silicates. The Milky Way dust with RV = 3.1 is utilized. For grains larger than 250Å an eqilibrium temperature is calculated for a given starlight intensity. For smaller grains we take the stochastic heating into account and calculate the temperature distribution functions as described by Pavlyuchenkov et al. (2012) .
We follow the fitting procedure described in . The best-fit SED for an HII complex is found using the observed fluxes at 3.6, 4.5, 5.8, 8.0, 24, 70, and 160 µm. The fitting parameters are the PAH mass fraction qPAH, the minimum starlight intensity Umin, the parameter γ describing the fraction of dust headed by radiation field with intensity greater than Umin, the dust mass M dust and the solid angle Ω⋆ of stellar emission. The last two parameters are used for normalization only.
In the parameter grid, used for fitting, the qPAH values range from 0.47 to 4.6% (a step is 0.1); the minimum starlight Umin varies from 0.1 to 25 (a step is 0.1); and γ varies from 0 to 0.3 (we sample this parameter 10 times within this range in logarithmic scale). The best-fit model is the model with the minimum value of χ 2 , where χ 2 is given by
Here f obs ν,band and σ obs band are the observed flux density at a given passband and the uncertainty of this value, while Bresolin et al. (1999) , (2) Edmunds & Pagel (1984) , (20) Hodge et al. (1994) , (21) Arsenault & Roy (1986) f model ν,band and σ model band are the theoretical flux density and its "uncertainty," which has been proposed by to account for different levels of uncertainties in different bands. It is estimated as 0.1f model ν,band . The best-fit χ 2 values vary from 0.5 to 3, depending on the region. Uncertainties in the derived parameters are calculated using the Monte-Carlo method.
Metallicities of the HII complexes
Many different methods have been developed to determine the metallicity of HII regions. One of the main methods is the so-called "direct" Te method, based on the electron temperature measurement (e.g. Stasińska 2007 ). However, this method requires observations of very faint nebular lines, and consequently is of limited use. Besides this, various other "indirect" methods can be used. While numerous methods are available, metallicity estimates obtained with different methods may differ significantly (up to 0.7 dex). Thus, regardless of which particular method is chosen, it is important for consistency to use the same method to evaluate the metallicities for all HII regions.
We use the metallicities of HII complexes in the SINGS galaxies calculated by Moustakas et al. (2010) . They collected spectroscopic data from various sources and used two methods to estimate metallicities. These methods are the theoretical relationship presented by Kobulnicky These methods are convenient for a number of reasons. First, estimates obtained with them tend to bracket metallicities determined by various other methods. In other words, the "true" value of metallicity presumably lies somewhere within the range bounded by values calculated with the KK04 and PT05 methods. Second, while other indirect methods are recommended for objects with specific values of luminosity, metallicity, etc., the KK04 and PT05 methods are more or less universal. The HII complexes in our sample possess a wide range of physical properties, so this "universality" is desirable. For further discussions and a comparison of these methods, we refer to the publication by Moustakas et al. (2010) , but some points are worth to be repeated here.
First, metallicities determined with the KK04 method are systematically higher than those determined with the PT05 method (Fig. 1) . As the latter metallicities are similar to metallicities obtained with the Te method (Egorov et al. 2012) , the KK04 method results are also systematically higher than "direct" metallicity estimates. Second, when the PT05 metallicities are plotted versus galactocentric radius, they show shallower gradients and much more scatter than the KK04 metallicities (Moustakas et al. 2010) . We see the scatter in our results, too (see below). Furthermore, Loṕez-Sańchez et al. (2012) suggested that the KK04 method produces the most reliable metallicities for stellar populations.
RESULTS
The results of the aperture photometry are presented in Table 2 , with the following columns: (1) sequential number; (2) designation of the HII complex; (3)-(4) right ascension and declination of the complex; (5) an aperture size; and (6)- (12) the fluxes at IRAC 3.6, 4.5, 5.8, 8.0, MIPS 24, PACS 70, and PACS 160 µm bands. The results of fitting procedure are presented in Table 3 , which contains the following columns: (1) sequential number; (2) designation; (3) the relative PAH mass abundance, qPAH; (4) γ parameter; (5) minimum starlight intensity Umin; (6) and (7) metallicities of the complex, determined by Moustakas et al. (2010) with the KK04 and PT05 methods. The values of qPAH, γ and Umin have been determined for each galaxy in the SINGS sample by . In Fig. 2 , we compare the values of qPAH and Umin for each galaxy, obtained by simple averaging of the values from Table 3 , with the respective values given by . Note that in the parameters were obtained based on global photometry of galaxies including diffuse medium not associated with HII complexes which can contribute a significant fraction to the total infrared emission. The PAH abundances in both studies agree well with each other, while our starlight intensities are systematically higher than the values of (the same is true for γ as well). This is expected, as we only consider HII complexes, and our Umin starlight intensities are biased toward higher values.
Since we are mostly interested in PAHs, below we consider several relations between the metallicity and parameters related to PAHs. Note that complexes with minimum and maximum qPAH values represent, correspondingly, upper and lower limits. In this study we use the models for grain size distributions from Weingartner & Draine (2001) , and they provide parameters for distributions only for dust mixtures in this range of qPAH. Thus, we are unable to measure qPAH values lower than 0.5% and greater than 4.6%. Note that qPAH is insensitive to the band-to-band variations which can be caused by changes in the mean ionization state or grain size distribution.
Derived parameters of HII complexes
We have determined mass fraction of PAHs in more than 200 HII complexes for which metallicities are known. The combined results are presented in Fig. 3 both for the KK04 metallicity calibration and for the PT05 metallicity calibration. The metallicity threshold inferred in previous studies (Engelbracht et al. 2005; Gordon et al. 2008) , which divides HII complexes with high and low PAH abundances, is apparently present in Fig. 3 . It is ∼ 8.4 in the KK04 scale and ∼ 8.0 in the PT05 scale which is consistent with previous estimates. Depending on the method of metallicity estimation some previous studies quoted different values of the threshold. E. g., , using the PT05 method, found the threshold to be ∼ 8.1, while Engelbracht et al. (2005) give the threshold value of about 8.2, using empirical methods that are close to the PT05 one. When the KK04 calibration is used, a tendency is seen for the abundance of PAHs to grow with metallicity above the threshold (Fig. 3a) . For the PT05 calibration there is more scatter on the qPAH-metallicity plot that has a staggered appearance (Fig. 3b) . As this scatter would blur any correlations that may exist in individual HII complexes, for the remainder of the present work, we adopt the KK04 metallicities. It must be kept in mind, however, that our conclusions are based on the specific metallicity calibration.
In Fig. 4 , we show the metallicity vs. the PAH mass fraction qPAH for several individual galaxies. In each subplot, we show the values for the entire sample (over all galaxies) as grey points, and the values for each individual galaxy (indicated by the caption) as black triangles.
We have only a few low-metallicity HII complexes in our sample, partly because these complexes are too faint in the infrared range. Furthermore, the SINGS/KINGFISH sample includes only four low-metallicity galaxies, and none of the HII complexes in these galaxies cover the "critical" metallicity range from about 8.2 to 8.5 (in the KK04 scale), which apparently includes the turn-off point. However, at higher metallicities, the tendency for the PAH content to grow with . Relation between q PAH and metallicity for individual HII complexes in all studied galaxies for the two metallicity calibrations. Fig. 4 , where we show data for selected galaxies from our sample with metallicities above the "critical" range. Despite the small number of data points for each galaxy, we still believe that our data are sufficient to conclude that the dependence of PAH content on the metallicity in star-forming galaxies is observed both globally and locally, at the scale of individual HII complexes. This result is consistent with the similar conclusion made by Gordon et al. (2008) for M101 galaxy.
+ log(O/H) is preserved, even when we consider individual HII complexes instead of an entire galaxy. This can be seen in
In Fig. 5a we show how the PAH mass fraction qPAH is related to the UV strength Umin. Solid circles correspond to HII complexes with qPAH less than 4.6%, which is the highest value we can measure with our method. Open circles are HII complexes where the plotted qPAH values represent lower limits. complexes with higher Umin tend to have lower qPAH, albeit with significant scatter. The only noticeable exception is the CCM91 region in M51, which has a lower limit for qPAH of 4.6%, and Umin = 21. It is interesting that high Umin values do indeed show some preference toward lower metallicity HII complexes (Fig. 5b) . The apparent grouping of points in the lower part of Figure 5b simply reflects the lack of observed complexes and galaxies in the "critical" metallicity range. Probably, these intermediate systems are too faint in the infrared to become a part of some large-scale survey, but at the same time too metal-rich to deserve an individual study.
Dust indices, PAH content, and metallicity
Apart from the SED modelling, some indices can be used to characterize the dust content. Draine & Li (2007) introduced the P8.0 and P24 indices
where F ns ν (8.0µm) and F ns ν (24µm) are non-stellar fluxes at 8 and 24 µm, correspondingly. Stellar emission significantly affects Spitzer 3.6 µm band; at 8 µm and 24 µm, the stellar contribution is less important, but still should be taken into account. We use the relations, given by Helou et al. (2004) , to subtract stellar emission. At 70 and 160 µm, the stellar contribution is negligible, and no correction is applied to Fν(70µm) and Fν (160µm) fluxes. Muñoz-Mateos et al. (2009) proposed an analytical relation (their Eq. A4) between qPAH, P8.0 and P24, which allows estimation of the PAH content in cases when qPAH goes beyond the limits of the Draine & Li (2007) spectra. In our data, the dependence of qPAH on infrared indices look similar, but our qPAH values are systematically lower than those computed for the same P8.0 and P24 values with the analytical relation of Muñoz-Mateos et al. (2009) . This is, probably, again related to the fact that we only consider HII complexes with enhanced UV radiation. In these complexes fewer PAHs are needed to produce a certain level of 8 µm emission compared to cases when this emission is averaged over the galaxy as a whole (or over a significant portion of the galaxy).
We considered several relations between metallicity and the P8.0 and P24 indices. In Fig. 6 , we show how P8.0 and P24 are related to the metallicity of an HII complex. P8.0 shows nearly the same correlation with metallicity as qPAH (Fig. 6a) . On the other hand, P24 appears to be totally uncorrelated with metallicity (Fig. 6b) .
Naturally, P8.0 is correlated with qPAH as well (Fig. 7a ), but this index, unlike qPAH, is not bound to the model grid, so we used it to mark some qPAH values as lower and upper limits. Specifically, we estimated the bordering values P min 8.0 and P max 8.0 that correspond to qPAH of 0.5% and 4.6%, respectively. If P8.0 for an HII region is greater than P max 8.0 or less than P min 8.0 we assume that the corresponding qPAH value is an upper or lower limit.
The absence of correlation between P24 and metallicity implies that qualitative assessment of the PAH content in HII complexes can be done, using the P8.0/P24 ratio or, equivalently, the F sidered to be a quantitative measure of the PAH abundance (Engelbracht et al. 2005 ). In our results, it is indeed well correlated with qPAH (Fig. 7b) . This greatly expands the ability to quantify the PAH evolution in HII complexes, as the F ns 8.0 /F ns 24 ratio does not require photometry at longer IR wavelengths.
DISCUSSION
Our results indicate that the correlation between the PAH abundance and metallicity may exist both globally (for entire galaxies) and locally (for individual star-forming complexes). Here, we examine how the local character of the qPAH − (O/H) correlation is related to our ability to understand the processes of PAH formation.
According to the "AGB" scenario, a low qPAH value in low-metallicity environments reflects certain details of their synthesis in metal-poor AGB stars. Specifically, AGB stars populate low-metallicity galaxies as well as high-metallicity galaxies (Tosi 2009 ), but the carbon-to-oxygen ratio in the former may be too low for effective PAH formation.
Neither observational nor theoretical data currently seem to support this assertion unequivocally. There are indications that C/O ratio in the interstellar medium is roughly constant at metallicities lower than 12 + log(O/H) ≈ 8.0 (at the direct method scale) and grows with (O/H) at higher metallicities (Henry et al. 2000) . This behaviour is reminiscent of the observed PAH behaviour, and it is tempting to assume that the correlation between qPAH and (O/H) simply reflects the correlation between C/O and (O/H).
However, a significant number of extremely metal-poor stars with carbon overabundance implies that dependence of the C/O ratio on metallicity is more complicated than just "constant, then growing." Also, there is still no direct observational evidence that PAHs are formed in the atmospheres of AGB stars, even though PAHs are observed in vicinities of some post-AGB and AGB stars with hot companions.
Circumstantial evidence is more difficult to interpret, as there are at least two additional factors that make the situation confusing. First, observations indicate that acetylene molecules, believed to be precursors for PAHs, are more abundant in low-metallicity AGB stars (Woods et al. 2012 , and references therein). Woods et al. (2012) have shown with chemical modelling that these molecules, and other hydrocarbons, form more efficiently in the atmospheres of metal-poor stars compared to stars of solar metallicity. Second, metal-poor stars not only produce abundant complex hydrocarbons, but may also expel them into circumstellar space more efficiently (Mattsson et al. 2008) . Also, from a more general point of view, the evolution of C and O in AGB stars is defined by many processes that involve both synthesis and destruction, so that surface C/O ratio (supposedly related to PAH synthesis) depends not only on the star initial metallicity and mass, but also on time within the AGB phase (e.g., Lattanzio & Forestini 1999; Herwig 2005) . So, it is well expected that initial metallicity would not play a simple role in determining the PAH synthesis. At the very least, low metallicity by itself does not guarantee fewer PAHs.
Another complication is the non-uniform and (possibly) time-dependent metallicity distribution in most latetype galaxies. If PAHs are synthesized in AGB stars with an efficiency that is an increasing function of metallicity, then the PAH content should depend on the metallicity of these parent stars (i.e., on the metallicity at locations where these stars were formed). The original relation between the PAH content and metallicity would be preserved if PAHs and/or their parent stars are not able to travel in the galaxy over significant distances (i.e., distances, over which the metallicity changes appreciably).
The question is if AGB stars can migrate over kiloparsec scales in their parent galaxies. Calculations show that radial mixing of stars can flatten the metallicity gradient both in the Milky Way-type galaxies, and in less-massive galaxies, over a time span comparable to the lifetime (from about 100 Myr to several Gyr) of an AGB star (Sellwood & Binney 2002; Minchev et al. 2011) . The metallicity range in the galaxies from our sample does not exceed a few tenths. To destroy the original correlation between the PAH content and the ISM metallicity, the star would have to have moved radially by a few kiloparsecs prior to the AGB phase, which seems probable according to theoretical models. If this were the case, we would expect the metallicity gradient of evolved stars to be shallower than the gradient of the ISM metallicity, or the gradient measured with young objects like O stars or open clusters.
Observational evidence of this is not clear. According to some studies, both in our galaxy and in others, the metallicity gradient measured using planetary nebulae (PN) is indeed the same (or even steeper) than the gradient measured with open clusters or HII regions (Maciel et al. 2005; Stanghellini et al. 2010; Magrini et al. 2009; Hernández-Martínez et al. 2009 ). According to other studies, however, the PN metallicity gradient is shallower than that of HII regions (Perinotto & Morbidelli 2006) . Yu et al. (2012) found that the gradient steepens with the effective temperature of stars that have been used to measure the gradient. This again indicates that the gradient becomes shallower when we consider older objects, because of radial migration.
Thus, to have the PAH content correlated with the local ISM metallicity in the "AGB" scenario, we need three conditions to be satisfied. First, the efficiency of the PAH synthesis should be related to the metallicity of the parent AGB star. Second, the parent AGB star should stay in approximately the same metallicity environment during its lifetime. Third, PAHs should not leave this environment due to radial gas flows. Note that azimuthal mixing may also be important in this respect, as at least in the Milky Way there are some azimuthal metallicity variations (Balser et al. 2011 ).
There is one more argument which may turn out to be contradictory to the "AGB" scenario. Supposing that VSGs are represented by PAH clusters, it is reasonable to assume that their formation processes are similar to those of PAHs. Thus, we may expect a correlation between P24 and metallicity, similar to what we see between P8.0 and metallicity. However, there are no signs for such correlation (Fig. 6b ).
This argument can be irrelevant if at some circumstances large grains over-power very small grains at 24 µm. However, most studies where distinction is made between grains of various types indicate that in the general ISM most significant contribution at 24 µm comes from VSGs (Desert et al. 1990; Compiègne et al. 2011) . The same seems to be true in PDRs as well (Bernè et al. 2007; Compiègne et al. 2008 ). In the immediate vicinity of HII regions the situation is more complicated. Flagey et al. (2011) have shown that under certain assumption on the grain size distributions in some regions within the Eagle Nebula emis-sion from big grains (BG) is indeed comparable or even exceeds emission from VSGs. Deharveng et al. (2010) analysed emission maps of several HII regions at 8 and 24 µm and stated that the source of emission at 24 mum (BGs vs VSGs) cannot be indentified clearly. We have initiated our own modelling of the infrared emission from an HII region that takes into account grain destruction and found that the contribution from big grains at 24 µm is small in comparison to the VSG contribution (M. Kirsanova et al., submitted) . Still, the question of the 24 µm emission source is far from being solved.
In the "destructive" scenario, there is only one condition that needs to be met. Namely, the PAH destruction efficiency should be related to the local metallicity, i.e., through the intensity and/or hardness of the UV field. The relation between qPAH and the UV intensity (characterized by Umin) does seem to exist, albeit with significant scatter (Fig. 5a) . Regarding on the scatter in the qPAH − (O/H) and qPAH − Umin relation, we must note that there are two unknowns in the "destructive" scenario that are able to smear out metallicity trends. These are the age of the HII region, and the initial PAH content q 0 PAH , prior to the onset of star formation in the region.
The absence of the P24 correlation with (O/H) (Fig. 6 ) does not conflict with the "destructive" scenario (if the emission at 24 µm is indeed dominated by hot, small grains). It can be explained by the greater stability of small grains against the ultraviolet radiation field, compared to PAHs.
Some arguments in favour of the "destructive" scenario are presented in the spatially resolved mid-IR study of the Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC) by Bolatto et al. (2007) and Sandstrom et al. (2010) . These authors have found a large range of the F8.0/F24 values across the SMC star-forming regions despite their relatively uniform metallicity and concluded that the metallicity-dependent formation cannot be the primary factor, determining the PAH abundance in the SMC. Sandstrom et al. (2010) also found that the F8.0/F24 ratio correlates with qPAH, albeit with significant scatter. In our study the correlation appears to be stronger, but we only consider star-forming complexes, while in the SMC the greatest scatter in F8.0/F24 is apparently observed in the diffuse medium with qPAH < 1.5% (Sandstrom et al. 2010 ).
The factors which determine the initial PAH content in an HII region are very diverse. First, the initial PAH molecules in a molecular cloud may be provided by AGB stars. In this case, the possible pre-existing qPAH-(O/H) correlation, established globally due to metallicitydependent PAH formation, can be further enhanced locally due to metallicity-dependent PAH destruction. Second, even if PAHs synthesized in AGB stars are completely destroyed as they travel through the intercloud space (q 0 PAH = 0), they may be synthesized in molecular clouds. As far as we know, there are no studies that address the formation of PAHs in molecular clouds directly. However, there are other related studies, like Bettens & Herbst (1997) . If PAHs are indeed able to form in molecular clouds, their observed content is determined by the balance between the local formation (possibly metallicity-dependent) and the local (metallicity-dependent) destruction. Third, PAHs observed in star-forming regions may represent an intermediate stage in the metallicity-dependent destruction of larger particles (e.g., graphitic very small grains or amorphous hydrocarbon conglomerations).
To clarify the relative importance of all these factors, a detailed numerical model is needed (D. Wiebe et al., in preparation) . Also, it would be useful to find a way to estimate the VSG mass fraction in HII complexes, and to explore whether or not it shows similar correlations as the PAH mass fraction.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this work we performed aperture photometry for more than 200 HII complexes in 24 spatially-resolved nearby galaxies from the SINGS sample. Spitzer and Herschel data are used to estimate the PAH abundances and the UV field intensity in these HII complexes. Using literature values of the metallicities of the HII complexes, we show that the wellknown correlation between the PAH content and metallicity previously found for entire galaxies is preserved also for smaller-structure components, like star-formation complexes and giant HII regions. We lack galaxies with 12 + (O/H) around the threshold metallicity in our sample, so we are not able to trace the region in the qPAH − (O/H) parameter space where qPAH begins to increase with metallicity. Several arguments are presented in favour of the "destructive" scenario of PAH evolution, which relates the lower PAH mass fraction in low-metallicity environments to a stronger UV field. However, many factors are involved in PAHs evolution, so more detailed modelling should be able to provide more clear information on their evolutionary path. 
